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Data science is becoming the most important element in any industry or 
business. Many organizations including fortune 500 companies, already 
aligning their organization structure to facilitate the data science-driven 
decision making at various levels. From the reports by mainstream think 
tanks, top consulting companies, it is evident that, beyond any doubts, that 
either an organization or an individual professional, not gaining the data 
science skill would face uncertainty in near future. Data science foundation 
is a high-level data science course designed with an agenda covering all 
aspects of data science with core concepts. Data science has three board 
domains viz., statistics, machine learning/ programming/ data skills, business 
domain knowledge. The foundation courses focus on basic statistics, an 
overview of machine learning with hands-on practice with a couple of ml 
algorithms and application of data science in top 5 industry domains.

The data science foundation course provides you with solid foundation for 
data science knowledge. This course is equally valuable for beginners, 
professionals at various levels. If you don't want to be left behind with this 
huge data science wave, this is the course for you.
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Located at the
heart of Dubai

We are also associated with CPD UK, the premier accreditation service provider in the United Kingdom.

Learners Point is a well-recognized institute in 
corporate and  individual training in the MENA 
region and has contributed to the career success of 
more than 110,000 professionals since its founding 
in 2001. We are ISO 9001:2015 quality management 
system certified. 

Our training institute is licensed by the Government
of Dubai, UAE, and our certifications are widely 
recognized by employers around the globe. 



Audience

Who should
attend the
program?
This course is not specific 
for any industry as well as 
professional experience. 
Anyone from beginners to 
business leaders, aspiring 
to gain Data Science
knowledge can pursue 
this course.

• Beginners (Graduates or students) from any discipline    
 aspiring to pursue a career in Data Science, analytics, big   
 data domains

• Working professionals looking to change their domain to   
 the analytics/data science field

• Professionals, who are already working on data analysis/an 
 alytics domain, want to enhance their skills in mainstream   
 Data Science

• Candidates looking for Data Science knowledge as well as  
 certification as formal testimony of their skills

• Anyone, aspiring knowledge in the field of Data Science
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After successful completion of this “certified data science foundation" course, you should have

• Gained the idea about the bigger picture of data science, where and how you/your organisation
 organization can benefit from data science
• Essential knowledge of statistics related to data science
• Learned to perform data analysis for a large set of data using various tools such as r, python, tableau etc.,
• Understood what is machine learning, artificial intelligence and various methods to deploy them for business data
• If you aspire to be a data scientist, you will gain a clear road map to becoming one
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What is
data science?

Data science: 
areas of study

Data sources
and importing
techniques

Data exploratory
analysis

Introduction to
machine learning

Visual analytics
with tableau

Data science career
and conclusion

Data science
programming

Introduction to
applied statistics



Course outline

What is data science?

• Business analytics vs big data vs data science

• Components of data science: venn diagram

• Understanding data science pipeline

• Roles and jobs in data science in the market

• Data science team structure

Data Science: areas of study

• Business / domain knowledge

• Hacking / programming skills

• Statistics

• Machine learning



Course outline

Data sources and importing techniques

• Reading from existing data
 from flat files and database

• APIs

• Web scraping

• Other data gathering methods

• Hands on importing data

Data exploratory analysis

• Basic statistics

• Exploratory graphs

• Exploratory statistics



Course outline

Data science programming
• Programming basics
• Python overview
• R overview
• SQL

Introduction to applied statistics
• Hypothesis testing
• Confidence
• Validating

Introduction to machine learning
• Decision trees
• Ensembles
• k-nearest neighbors (kNN)
• Naive bayes classifiers
• Artificial neural networks



Course outline

Visual analytics with tableau

• Introduction to visual analytics

• Interpretability

• Actionable insights

• Various graphical representations

Data science career and conclusion

• Data science learning sources

• Data science relevance in your career

• How should a data scientist’s resume look like

• Tips on job application



We, at Learners Point, take immense pride in our 
teaching methods and instructors. Our instructors 
are some of the best experts from their fields and 
employ a practical approach to learning. Many of 
them are globally recognised and have a diverse
set of experience in their field of expertise. You are 
always sure to have the best in the industry as your 
teachers who are ready to guide you at every step 
and make the experience informative yet enjoyable.  
Apart from the focus on learning your chosen 
course, our instructors also encourage students to 
develop communication skills and interpersonal skills 
necessary to excel in the practical world. We offer 
one of the best Data Science courses in Dubai.

Trainer

About our trainer

Our cutting edge teaching methods make every 
program an immersive and productive experience for 
the learners. Our learning methods are research-driven 
and are continuously updated to stay relevant to pres-
ent times as well as the future. You will enjoy practical 
applications of everything learned through theory and 
regular mock examinations to help monitor your 
progress. Our courses are led by an instructor in a 
classroom setup and we do offer online high-quality 
sessions as well for individuals. We also monitor the 
training sessions with a progress tracker to maintain 
high standards of instruction & ethics.
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Chitra Kumar
“Right place for people who want to learn data science, 
machine, deep learning. Excellent trainer and very 
helpful staff. Sessions were very good and very interac-
tive. I recommend Learners Point to you all.”

Rameez Ahmed
"The program's content was so well structured that it 
helped me grasp concepts very new to me. I would 
definitely endorse the program for its rich content and 
comprehensive approach to Data Science."
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